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This article examines the changing meanings and forms of the computer game 
Jetpac, which was originally released by Ultimate for the ZX Spectrum in 1983 
and has been recoded by individual programmers during the late 1990s, in at 
least three different shareware versions, for PC and Spectrum emulators. 
 
Through this analysis, it asks a simple question: how can we approach, and 
perhaps teach, the academic study of computer and video games? 
 
Introduction: Games and Theory 
 
At the present time, it seems that the study of video games is considered suitable 
for courses in technical production and for magazine and newspaper reviews, but 
not for academic degree modules or, with very few exceptions, for scholarly 
analysis [1]. Video games are a job for those at the design and coding end of the 
process, and a leisure pursuit for those at the consumption end. There exists very 
little critical framework for analysing this unique media form. 
 
This article suggests a possible set of approaches, based partially on the two 
pioneering studies of video games of the late 1990s: J.C. Herz’s Joystick Nation 
(London, Abacus 1997) and Steven Poole’s Trigger Happy (London: Fourth Estate, 
2000). Both are exceptional and invaluable sallies into the field, yet both tend 
towards the journalistic, crafting nifty prose and snappy rhetoric at the expense 
of academic conventions. 
 
Poole, for instance, ends his early chapter sub-sections with slogan-neat but 
essentially meaningless tags such as “Kill them all”, [2] “You were just too slow” 
[3] “Go ahead, jump”[4] and, perhaps most glaringly, “The fighting game, like 
fighting itself, will always be popular”[5]. While Poole cites sources as admirably 
diverse as T. W. Adorno [6] and Martin Amis [7], the book has very few 
footnotes. A detailed use of C.S. Peirce to analyse Pac-Man – with a frustrating 
lack of page numbers for its quotations – is offset elsewhere by empty decorative 
flourishes along the lines of “Look over on that street corner: a camera crew, 
smoking under black plastic cloaks, huddled in the neon-flecked rain. Let’s go and 
ask them.” [8] 
 
Herz, meanwhile, provides page numbers for her academic sources such as Henry 
Jenkins’ article “Nintendo and New World Travel Writing”, but her own analysis of 
the games and their audiences can tend towards breezy generalisations. “In 
1981, Ms Pacman was the Gloria Steinem of videogames. She could do 
everything her male counterpart could do…wearing a jaunty pink bow. She used 
the hear-me-roar feminist honorific. And she attracted legions of young women 
who fantasized about going on a rampage and consuming everything in sight.” 
[9] The jarring grammar of Chapter 4’s title, “A la Recherche du Arcades Perdu”, 
is symptomatic of Herz’s tendency for showy flair at the expense of fact-checking. 
 
This is not to denigrate either text; both are groundbreaking studies 
characterised by fine writing, a populist approach, thorough research and often 
startling perceptions. However, neither lays claim to being an academic study of 
video games. Of course, this article is not an academic study of video games, 
either; it is an analysis of a single game that I hope will provide a simple, 
practical framework for approaching other examples. Some readers might not 
even consider it a study of a “video game” at all, as Jetpac was only ever 
released on home computer rather than on a console or in an arcade; my use of 
this term, then, needs some clarification before we move on.   



 
Both Poole and Herz use the term “video game” to cover arcade machines from 
Pong  to Time Crisis, dedicated domestic consoles from the Atari VCS to 
PlayStation 2, and home or work computer-based software from Spacewar to 
Myst.  However, there has historically been a generally-understood distinction 
between dedicated consoles which are largely designed to play games, barring 
the odd educational “Computer Intro” cartridge, and home computers which can 
also play games but are primarily intended for programming. The former would 
more usually be described as “video games”, and the latter as “computer games” 
– the 1980s magazine Computer and Video Games, for instance, clearly saw them 
as two separate but related categories. 
 
The distinction becomes more blurred as new consoles like the Play Station 2, 
Microsoft Xbox and Nintendo GameCube begin to offer internet access, and was 
arguably already problematised by the fact that most teenage owners of home 
computers like the Spectrum and Commodore 64 used their machines almost 
exclusively for playing games rather than learning BASIC. [10] Of course, on a 
technological level every games machine from the 1970s arcade to the Nintendo 
Entertainment System is a computer; a huge Defender booth at the end of a pier 
is a computer game as opposed to a mechanical game, just as Super Mario 
Brothers on cartridge is a computer game rather than a board game. In a 
linguistic sense, the term “video game” is all-encompassing, referring to the act 
of seeing rather than to any detail of hardware or technical specifications – the 
OED defines it simply as a “computer game played on a television screen”. 
 
However, there is still a difference between home computer games and dedicated 
console games in terms of context and the nature of engagement. On the ZX 
Spectrum, games were sold on audio cassettes which could very easily be copied 
by connecting two tape recorders in a bedroom; the school corridor culture of 
trading that resulted, with its bootleg deals and homemade inlays, could never 
have sprung up around the Atari VCS with its copy-proof originals. Similarly, 
within weeks of a game’s release for the Spectrum the cheats and tips pages of 
magazines like Crash would feature POKES sent in by readers. POKE is a 
programming term in BASIC – one of the few aspects of programming almost 
every gamer mastered – which sets a value in a specified area of the computer’s 
memory. By typing in a POKE before loading the game, players could tweak a 
detail of the game’s code to gain infinite lives, invincibility or any number of 
gimmicks such as the ability to walk through walls. The fact that these games ran 
on a computer, rather than a dedicated games console, meant that users had the 
opportunity to restructure, adjust, improvise with and even rebuild the framework 
of a commercially-bought product. This ability on the part of even the most 
amateur programmer to nudge Spectrum games to individual specs, engaging on 
some level with the original code, may explain the number of reworked and 
rewritten Spectrum games for PC that circulate on the internet some fifteen years 
after the machine’s heyday. 
 
Strictly speaking, then, Jetpac is a home computer game that falls into the 
generic category “arcade game” – more specifically, shoot-em-up – as opposed to 
the slower-moving simulation or text-based adventure game, and was explicitly 
designed to reproduce arcade game qualities of graphics and gameplay on the 8-
bit ZX Spectrum; indeed, its creators had cut their programming teeth on Space 
Invaders arcade boards before moving from coin-op hardware to home computer 
software. [11] Formally, it copies arcade game conventions, but it clearly 
occupies a different place in the player’s life to a machine in an amusement 
centre or a console cartridge which can neither be copied or reprogrammed. 
 



In short, I am drawing on Herz and Poole’s use of the term “video games” as a 
general group that includes many diverse types of hardware, and adding the 
proviso that home computer games like Jetpac are a distinct sub-set with their 
own qualities, oddities and cultural connotations. 
 
1. Institution 
 
Jetpac was first released in summer 1983 by the software company Ashby 
Computer Graphics (ACG), trading under “Ultimate: Play The Game”, for the ZX 
Spectrum computer. It retailed at £5.50. 
 
As the first release from Ultimate, Jetpac can retrospectively be seen as a 
scorching calling-card from an outfit that would subsequently become a towering 
institution and finally something of a tired dinosaur [12]. From 1984-1986, 
Ultimate was responsible for fourteen of the most critically-acclaimed and 
commercially successful software titles ever produced for the Spectrum [13], 
often releasing a batch of two or three games at the same time and showing a 
remarkable consistency in terms of design quality. Jetpac sold “300,000 copies 
over a UK base of 1 million machines, a practically unheard-of figure at that point 
in time” [14] – Ultimate put the figure at 350,000 [15] – and the company’s 
subsequent games would gain an average rating of 93% in the Spectrum monthly 
magazine, Crash [16]. As an online history puts it, Ultimate emerged as “the 
most enigmatic, quietly confident and downright successful force in the business”. 
[17]
 
Jetpac was followed in 1983 by Cookie, Tranz Am and Pssst! in quick succession. 
When the company upped its sights from 16k games to the larger scale allowed 
by 48k of memory, the move was treated as an event. As Crash put it, awarding 
Atic Atac and the Jetpac sequel Lunar Jetman (1984) overall ratings of 92% and 
95% respectively: “there can’t have been a Spectrum owning games player who 
hasn’t wondered what the wizards at Ultimate could do if they moved up to 48k. 
Well now we know – amazing!” [18]
 
Sabre Wulf, the company’s next release of 1984, was trailed for months through 
teaser campaigns and magazine previews and appeared to break the critical 
scales when it was finally reviewed – Crash rashly deemed it “unrateable” [19]. 
Ultimate’s best-remembered innovation was still to follow with Knight Lore 
(1984), which showcased an isometric perspective graphic system called 
“Filmation”. Knight Lore gave the player the ability to move around and 
manipulate objects within a 3D environment; groundbreaking for its time, 
although much-imitated in the following years, it confirmed Ultimate in the view 
of critics and fans as a brand that not only delivered the goods but consistently 
pushed the Spectrum’s modest technical limits. 
 
Knight Lore marked the company’s peak, and with hindsight the moment before 
its decline. While Filmation had been a startling achievement on one game, it 
began to pall when Ultimate used the same isometric layout, only slightly 
modified, as the basis for no fewer than six of its subsequent games: Alien 8 
(1985), Nightshade (1985), Pentagram (1986), Gunfright (1986), Bubbler (1987) 
and Martianoids (1987). By the time of the last two releases, the Ultimate brand 
had lost its lustre; Martianoids and Bubbler were not reviewed as a disappointing 
blip from a usually-reliable source, but as a confirmation of the company’s fallen 
glory. As the annual review in Crash reminded its readers in January 1988, “the 
tide had been slowly turning against Ultimate over a period, and Martianoids was 
criticised for below-standard graphics and poor gameplay, receiving only 58%.” 
[20]
 



A significant feature of Ultimate’s reputation during its period of dominance was 
its mystery. While teen and twentysomething programmers like Matthew Smith 
and Christian Urquhart became minor celebrities, advertisements for Ultimate’s 
main rival Imagine promoted their graphic designers and composers as creative 
gurus, and Crash featured regular investigations into the teams behind software 
houses or the making of a particular game, Ultimate remained a closed shop. 
There were no names, no faces; just a brand name and a reflective logo. Never 
mind the designers, the programmers: just Play The Game. If anything, this 
mystique was enhanced by the occasions when Ultimate did choose to involve 
itself with magazine features. Crash ran two major competitions asking readers to 
map first Atic Atac and then Sabre Wulf, and Ultimate provided trophies modelled 
on the game graphics, including the “Golden Key of ACG” which, of course, only 
reflected back the company name. 
 
The enigma surrounding Ashby Computer Graphics was penetrated after the fact, 
in the Martianoids/Bubbler period when the company’s reputation on the 
Spectrum had significantly declined. In 1988, Crash’s sister publication The 
Games Machine ran a feature on the brand, its history and its creators; the 
opening paragraph gives a sense of Ultimate’s residual aura. 
 

During 1984 and 1985 Ultimate Play The Game, the trading name of 
Ashby Computers and Graphics, was the most sought after interview. 
Computer magazine journalists and editors clamoured over the phone, 
and even hammered at the front door, for that all-important exclusive 
interview. But the harder everyone tried, the more adamant Ultimate 
became about its press silence. The nearest anyone got to a foot in 
the door was Crash. The magazine found some favour with Ultimate’s 
nearly invisible owners, they ran several competitions and even 
promised an interview – but always only after the next game was 
completed, and somehow the interview never seemed to happen. 
Now, for the first time we can reveal some of the past secrets and 
more importantly, provide an insight into the future – and the future 
looks like the Nintendo. [21]
 

The truth was that two years ago, Ultimate had sold distribution rights to another 
company, US Gold. Until 1986, every Ultimate game had been designed and 
coded by the company’s founders, Chris and Tim Stamper; Martianoids, Bubbler 
and the handful of other Ultimate releases since that date had been developed by 
Ultimate “engineers” without the active participation of the two original creators. 
The Stamper brothers had coolly decided that “for us, as the main development 
team…it wasn’t really conducive to company expansion to carry on producing on 
the Spectrum.” [22] They had obtained a Nintendo two full years before its official 
debut at the 1986 Personal Computer World Show [23], and set up a new 
company, Rare, in 1985. [24]  “Rare Ltd is already competing with the big names 
in Japan: Konami, Nintendo, Sega and Taito”, Tim Stamper announced in 1988. 
“It puts us in a very unusual situation…we’re two years ahead.” [25] 
 
This biographical footnote to Ultimate Play The Game would, ironically, be longer 
than the company’s actual history of Spectrum software production. Rare Ltd 
produced sixty games for the NES, then moved to the SNES with Donkey Kong 
Country (1994) and the Nintendo 64 with GoldenEye (1997), Diddy Kong Racing 
(1997), Donkey Kong 64 (1999) and Perfect Dark (2000). 
 
While the Stamper brothers spent the 1990s adapting and expanding their 
concepts for new hardware, the connotations of their first software release for the 
Spectrum were inevitably changing. In 1983 Jetpac had been a tour de force, a 
blazing new entry from an immensely promising and unknown software company; 



now it was regarded fondly, nostalgically, as an old favourite from a more naïve 
and primitive time. . The word “nostalgia” now trails Jetpac across the web like a 
shadow. 
 

For nostalgia seekers! A Jetpac tape sample…which can be loaded into 
the new version of [the PC emulator] SpecX. [26]
 
There I was reading your remakes section in notepad remembering a 
particularly cool game of Jetpac one cold Winter night with my cat 
when I noticed a tear of nostalgia roll down my cheek…[27]
 
Split into various sections [so] we can all enjoy that early 80’s 
Spectrum nostalgia. If you already feel stirred, I’ll wager you’re 
between 27 and 32 and names like Jetpac, Hungry Horace, Planetoids, 
Slippery Sid and of course Trans Am all mean something to you! [28]
 
Remember Pitfall? How about Jetpac? This site is dedicated to the 
games of old. Nostalgia ahoy! [29]
 
The very first adventure of Jetman… I made the Z80 snapshots 
myself, with the aid of a Spectrum, an Interface II, a PC, and a serial 
cable. If you really feel like a nostalgia trip, try adding RANDOMIZE 
USR 1331 instead, and waiting for 5 minutes before hitting a key… 
[30]

 
These connotations are, as the quotations above suggest, directly linked to the 
project of converting games like Jetpac for PC emulators; the digital equivalent to 
restoring, and in some cases rebuilding, an antique. The gamers who grew up in 
the 1980s playing Jetpac on the ZX Spectrum are now, as I shall discuss in my 
section below, professional programmers who seek a return to its values of 
simplicity and playability. 
 
2. Authorship 
 
Ultimate Play The Game was – until 1985 at least – a family concern [31], a 
cottage industry based in a terraced house in the market town of Ashby, 
Leicestershire [32].  Chris Stamper took care of the coding; Tim Stamper 
produced the graphics and the games’ cover packaging.  Unsurprisingly for such a 
tight operation, their games had a distinctive house style. They could be 
identified by Tim’s cover artwork – smooth  airbrush images with a faintly 
stylised, sometimes cartoonish feel. Tranz Am’s gleaming racing car could have 
hung on a teenage boy’s wall next to posters of sleek red Ferraris and glossy-
lipped starlets, while Cookie’s imagery, at the other end of the scale, was 
apparently inspired by the Swedish Chef from The Muppet Show and Sesame 
Street’s  Oscar the Grouch. 
 



        
 
Illustration: Ultimate cover packaging l-r: Cookie, Tranz Am, Knight Lore, Alien 8 
 
These detailed, colourful designs gave way, with the promotion for Sabre Wulf, to 
dramatic typography and minimal illustrations, which served as teaser advertising 
campaigns and effectively enhanced Ultimate’s associations of “mystery”. [33]
 
Tim Stamper’s graphics were in a similar mould to the cover art, and also 
exhibited a design consistency. Chunky, detailed and again, slightly cartoonish, 
often combining comically-grotesque aliens and monsters with hard-edged 
science fiction gadgetry, they were set against intricate environments from Sabre 
Wulf’s lush, multicoloured forest to Alien 8’s polychromatic spacecraft interior and 
Nightshade’s mediaeval village. The games would invariably open with a menu 
screen, usually laid out in atmospherically-redesigned font, and later releases 
featured a burbling theme tune which made a valiant attempt with the 
Spectrum’s one-channel sound chip and single speaker. [34]
 
  
 

    
 
Illustration: Sabre Wulf, Knight Lore game screens 
 
Finally, Ultimate games could be identified, if all the other clues were hidden, by 
their idiosyncratic use of the cassette inlay. This fold-out piece of cardboard – the 
space taken up by lyrics and credits on a music cassette – was generally used for 
playing instructions, game keys and perhaps a brief introduction to the story. 
Ultimate tape inlays combined flights of fancy with self-satisfied and pedantic lists 
of every single game feature [35]. Pssst!, for instance, moves from an involved, 
sub-Hitchhiker’s Guide backstory – “Robbie the robot, sits in his garden, fetching 
the odd bag of compost to help his prize Thyrgodian Megga Chrisanthodil grow” – 
to bizarre internal dialogue – “Oy! My plant’s dying. No! No! Nasty bugs sucking 
the life from my Thyrogodian Megga Chrisanthodil, making her shrink, wilt and 



die” – to a catalogue that includes “rapid continuous fire”, “on-screen scoring” 
and “Fully growing Chrisanthodil - plus growing leaves”[36]. 
 
These various but consistent elements worked to establish an “authorial stamp” 
associated with Ultimate games, even when the actual creators remained 
anonymous. The same approach of recognising familiar devices and stylistic 
tropes as the mark of an “author”, or set of authors, could be applied equally to 
other software creators and their games. The company Quicksilva, for instance, 
employed near-photorealistic cover artwork and a vaguely psychedelic inlay story 
[37] on all their early releases, from Space Intruders through Meteor Storm, 4D 
Timegate and Ant Attack. Sometimes individuals, rather than companies, were 
singled out as authors with a distinct style: the isometric gameplay and cute 
graphic design of Jon Ritman and Bernie Drummond were well-enough 
established by 1987 for their Head Over Heels to be reviewed as “the best 
Ritman/Drummond game yet” rather than as a game by Ocean, the company that 
released it. [38] Ultimate, of course, preferred to be seen as an institution and a 
brand name rather than as individual creators, but Tim Stamper’s cartoonish 
graphics can readily be traced from Cookie and Pssst! through to Donkey Kong 
Land and Diddy Kong Racing, which were released for Nintendo hardware under 
the Rare name, between ten and fifteen years later.   
 
Examining Jetpac within these terms, we can see how it fits – how it, as the 
company’s first release, effectively establishes – the distinctive “Ultimate” 
conventions. 
 

  
 
Illustration: Jetpac cover image and screen shot of Jetman 
 
The cover art for Jetpac is, in keeping with Cookie, Trans Am, Atic Atac and the 
other Ultimate releases of 1983-1984, in a colourful comic-book style, smooth 
and fairly simple rather than attempting realism in the Quicksilva mode. 
Interestingly, there are two jetmen featured, although only one appears on the 
loading screen and in the game itself. [39] The inlay text is the usual mix of 
enthusiastic backstory, Douglas Adams-style gimmickry and ludicrous boasting 
about the game’s “features”, from the banal to the invented. 
 

The “Acme Insterstellar Transport Company” is delivering SPACESHIP 
KITS to various planets in the solar systems throughout the Galaxy; 
and as chief test pilot, all you have to do is assemble the Rockets, and 
thrust onto your next destination. 
 
[…] 



 
Upon landing, you will find yourself equipped with the very latest 
Hydrovac JET PAC, which can automatically air lift almost any rocket 
stage…plus megga powerful, Quad Photon Laser Phasers, to blast any 
nasty, mean, little aliens who might object to your visit. 
 
[…] 
 
Features: 
 
Universe of planets 
 
Quad Photon Laser Phaser 
 
Hydrovac JET PAC 
 
Collect-a-pod 
 
Hover button 
 
Thrust control 
 
Fly left/right 
 
Lives left displayed 
 
Massive every hit explosions [40]  

 
The on-screen graphics tend to the harder, less cutesy side of Tim Stamper’s 
range – plain white hardware with detailed markings and clean design, and 
simple purple platforms for the environment. However, there is a touch of 
muppetry to some of the aliens, and the fuel is marked clearly as such in big 
letters, in cartoon style. 
 
While Jetpac is clearly identifiable in terms of the Stampers’ creative trademarks, 
its relation to the company and to the brothers’ oeuvre was emphasised and 
strengthened through a clutch of sequels and sister games. Just as Mario came to 
stand for Nintendo and Sonic for Sega during the cartridge wars of the early 
1990s – just as, in a broader sense, Superman represents DC Comics and Mickey 
Mouse signifies Disney – so the release of Ultimate’s subsequent science fiction 
games Lunar Jetman, Alien 8, Cyberrun and, much later, Solar Jetman (1991), 
established the Jetman character and his world as a central, consistent aspect of 
Ultimate’s game design. 
 
While he was rarely used promotionally in the same way as Mario, Sonic, Lara 
Croft or Pac-Man [41], Jetman was the closest Ultimate came to having a 
returning hero or a company mascot, and with hindsight we can see that 
Jetman’s continuing adventures form a running narrative thread through all 
Ultimate’s releases, from first to last. Solar Jetman – a conversion from Rare’s 
Nintendo game of that name, reviewed in Crash as a postscript to Ultimate 
history although it was coded and released by a company called Storm [42] – was 
one of the final games professionally made for the Spectrum. [43] Jetman 
effectively lived through the history of the Spectrum as a commercial games 
machine; he made his debut the year after the computer’s introduction to the 
market, and his curtain call in the Spectrum’s twilight months. 
 



It is interesting to note that the codes of authorship around Spectrum games, if 
we use the Crash reviews as a basis for judgement, were relatively fluid. 
Cyberrun was reviewed as an Ultimate game and “effectively the follow on to 
Lunar Jetman” [44], although the Stamper brothers had no active part in its 
making; it was one of the batch programmed by “engineers” rather than the 
original authors of Jetpac. Solar Jetman was received in the context of Ultimate’s 
previous releases although it was actually converted and published by a company 
called Storm. In the first case, the brand name and similarities in design provided 
sufficient continuity – after all, nobody knew that the Stampers had moved on to 
Nintendo – in the latter, authorship was based on the source code and, again, the 
game design. Storm had converted and released Solar Jetman, but Rare/Ultimate 
wrote it. Both games had the Ultimate “look” in terms of their graphics, and 
arguably the Jetpac “feel” in terms of their structure and form – fly, collect, shoot 
– so they were reviewed in relation to Ultimate’s first two Jetman releases. 
 
The relation of characteristic gameplay, as well as graphics, to authorship is an 
interesting point; we could compare it, perhaps, to a film director’s preference for 
long takes or improvisation, or a screenwriter’s use of framing devices and 
flashbacks. While more superficial design elements such as graphics and sound 
are the first clues to identifying a game’s authorship, the structural design – the 
objectives, the limitations, the challenges – of a computer game are fundamental 
to the experience of playing it, and can clearly provide a sense of continuity 
between an original and its sequels, even if other elements, like the main 
character, are lacking. These questions will arise again with the discussion of 
Jetpac remakes. 
 
There is also a strong sense with the Ultimate games of character becoming so 
linked to brand that the association overrides actual conditions of production. 
Solar Jetman was a Jetman game, so it was regarded as an Ultimate product. 
 
3. Character and narrative 
 
J.C. Herz describes the typical “story” of most videogames as simple, stripped-
down and action based, as if a Hollywood summer movie had been reduced to its 
bare essentials: “No flashbacks. No zippered storylines. Just explosions and fight 
scenes episodically arrayed like firecrackers on the Fourth of July.” [45] The 
“serial plot”, the “progress from level to level”[46], has a narrative in “the way 
that Disneyland’s movie-themed barge rides have narratives. The drama is 
motion, set inside a well-designed volume of space. The story is kinesthetic.”[47]
 
Steven Poole’s analysis is slightly more complex; he breaks down the narrative of 
videogames into diachronic and synchronic stories. The former is the background 
plot, and the latter the narrative as it unfolds in the present – the “action” of the 
game. Thus in Donkey Kong the diachronic narrative is that a princess has been 
captured by a giant ape, and the synchronic story is that you try to rescue her by 
jumping barrels. [48] 
 

What kind of synchronic stories do such games have? Very little to 
speak of. The “story” of what the player actually does during the game 
would be merely a list of movements…at its most sophisticated it will 
be a highly skeletal version of a quest narrative. 
 
[…] 
 
If these games can be said to have a “story” at all, it is untranslatable 
– it is a purely kinetic one. [49] 
 



These concepts transfer usefully to an analysis of Jetpac. In keeping with both 
Herz’s and Poole’s theories, the actual narrative of a Jetpac game is extremely 
simple. You build the spaceship from three different sections, then load it with six 
crates of fuel. Meanwhile you pick up gems and minerals that tumble from the 
sky. This construction, fuelling and collecting is performed by flying over an 
object, picking it up automatically and if necessary  carrying it over the rocket-
ship base, at which point it will be released and fall slowly into position. When the 
rocket tank is full, you return to the ship and instantly launch into space. The 
screen changes to a new – identical – planet, the rocket comes in to land and you 
begin again. The only other element in this narrative is the presence of alien 
creatures, who kill you on contact and who can be destroyed with your laser. 
Each new level features a new species of aliens [50]; on level four, and on every 
eighth level thereafter, there is a new ship to build. 
 
This story essentially defines the character of Jetman. Just as Pac-Man is a 
creature who eats, Frogger is a creature who crosses roads and Jumpman – the 
original name for Mario in the Donkey Kong game [51] – is a creature who jumps, 
so Jetman is a creature who collects, builds and shoots. He is what he does. 
 
Extrapolating from his actions as much as possible, we could construct a sense of 
Jetman as a workman or explorer rather than a fighter. Progression in the game 
is gained through construction and travel, not simply through destruction of the 
enemy; the player could stay on level one and simply blast aliens for a high 
score, but most of the game’s appeal lies in seeing what new creatures and 
hardware await on the next planet. Unlike the main “characters” of Space 
Invaders and Asteroids – the gun turret and spacecraft – Jetman also gains points 
by collecting jewels and minerals. There is, therefore, slightly more complexity to 
him than there is to the fighter pilot you control in a standard shoot-em-up like 
Zaxxon, Scramble or Galaxians. 
 
Jetman’s character, in terms of his sphere of action, is reinforced and developed 
to some extent by his role in Lunar Jetman, which, like most film sequels, is 
based on a pattern of repetition and variation. Now Jetman has a Lunar Rover as 
well as a jetpac, and so faces new challenges in terms of travelling and 
transporting objects. The game area scrolls left to right, so there is a larger space 
to explore, but it shares visual signifiers with Jetpac; plain planetary landscape, 
detailed hardware of a familiar design and animated aliens. The game’s most 
significant difference in terms of Jetman’s character is its introduction of an alien 
base that must be destroyed by dropping a bomb on a rotating missile. Levels are 
thus completed through the elimination of enemy hardware, rather than through 
building a rocket and moving peacefully on to the next planet. As such, Jetman 
takes on a new trait of militarism, although it could be argued that the bombing 
of the missile base is, like the shooting of aliens in Jetpac, a defensive measure; 
after a certain time limit has passed, the missile will be launched at the Lunar 
Rover. 
 



  
 
Illustration: screen shot of Lunar Jetman 
 
However, the essential characteristics remain intact – Jetman builds ships from 
component parts, shoots aliens and explores planetary landscapes. In Cyberrun 
the player controls a white spacecraft with no visible pilot, but the “story” is 
exactly the same as Jetpac – collect parts to improve the ship, explore a (far 
larger) planetary landscape, pick up crystals and shoot aliens in your way. Solar 
Jetman follows this logic perfectly by expanding the playing area to twelve 
planets, but retains the basic characteristics of Jetpac: hunt for parts of a 
Warpship, collect gems and shoot wayward aliens. The understanding that this is 
what Jetman “does”, that these actions constitute his character, meant that 
Cyberrun could be viewed as a Jetman game despite the fact that he never 
actually appears. 
 
The synchronic stories of the games themselves, therefore, construct a basic set 
of character traits for the main character. This was expanded by what we can 
refer to, after Poole, as the diachronic storyline: derived here from Jetpac’s inlay. 
 

“The Acme Interstellar Transport Company” is delivering SPACESHIP 
KITS to various planets in the solar systems throughout the Galaxy; 
and as chief test pilot, all you have to do is assemble the Rockets, and 
thrust on to your next destination. But! As you don’t often get the 
chance of a free trip across the Galaxy, and space travel is, oh so 
expensive, now is your chance to get rich! You might just as well stop 
off on several planets on your journey, collect the odd sack of precious 
gems, elements or gold, and take them back with you. But! Before 
you go and make yourself the richest person in the whole Universe, 
you must remember to refuel your Spaceship…and my! Do those 
aliens get upset, when you collect all of their valuables, and sneak off, 
without so much of a by-your-leave. [52]
 

This background plot constructs Jetman as an amoral chancer who uses a 
legitimate job – the galactic equivalent of installing hardware – as the opportunity 
to rob other cultures of their natural wealth. Although it has a basis in the actual 
gameplay, it adds a new dimension to Jetman’s “personality”. 
 
It was a twist on this diachronic storyline that informed the comic strip “Jetman”, 
which began its run in the sixth issue of Crash magazine (July 1984). Drawn by 
John Richardson, it was commissioned by Ultimate and based on guidelines from 
Tim Stamper. The first adventure was a hunt across alien planets for a 
mysterious artefact, with some resemblance to the Jetpac storyline, but the strip 
developed until it bore very little relation to the actual game or any of its sequels. 
Richardson admitted in a later interview that 
 



I never quite met Tim Stamper who commissioned Jetman, and so I 
didn’t get his take on the strip, but as it went on and on... and on I 
figure he didn’t object too much to the humour of the strip. All I had 
to go on was a verbal description from Tim Stamper of what he 
wanted Jetman to be and do. Maybe I got it right.. .maybe I got it 
wrong but as far as I was concerned the strip was a stand-alone 
thing, quite apart from the game.[53] 
 

This Jetman was a half-wit space pilot who progressed through a series of 
slapstick adventures drawn in a loose style more similar to Dr Seuss than to 
Stamper’s own designs. The protagonist grew more imbecilic as the strip 
continued, as demonstrated by the altered art on the title frame: Richardson 
subtly changed the expression on Jetman’s face from a dumb heroism (July 1984) 
to a slight bewilderment (February 1985), then redrew the face entirely to make 
the character look like an empty-headed child, a lobotomised Buzz Lightyear (May 
1985). 
 

   
 
Illustration: Jetman in July 1984 and May 1985 
 
Ironically, it was this version of the character that became the dominant 
interpretation, among Crash readers at least. The review of Solar Jetman in Crash 
1986 was largely written in the style of Richardson’s strip and was based on an 
understanding of how the comic character behaved. 
 

Oh, hello viewers. How do you announce that the universe’s biggest 
loony-turned-adventurer is about to star in his third Speccy game? 
Yes, Jetman bumbles onto the Speccy gaming scene in April in a brand 
new arcade game called Solar Jetman: Hunt For the Golden Warpship! 
Yayy! [54]
 

The cover was devoted to a full-colour cartoon of by Richardson, portraying the 
Jetpod as a tiny, toy-like buggy with Jetman cramped inside, desperately 
fumbling with a control joystick. The cartoon, which had originally been loosely 
based on Jetman’s synchronic and diachronic character traits, was now defining 
Solar Jetman as a comedy [55] This extra-textual life of Jetman is perhaps 
comparable on a smaller scale to the wider cultural existence of Pac-Man, who 
appeared in bestselling books, a TV cartoon and a celebrity playoff in People 
Magazine [56] or Lara Croft, who features in Lara’s Book, a Lucozade advertising 
campaign and a feature film. [57] Just as pin-up shots in men’s lifestyle 
magazines of Lara sunning herself on a beach lounger have very little to do with 
the Tomb Raider gameplay, and Pac-Man’s walking, talking cartoon existence 
bears no relation to his basic character in the original game, so Jetman grew and 



evolved beyond the structures of his source, born from Lunar Jetman but 
eventually, in a curious power reversal, framing the way Solar Jetman was 
interpreted. Richardson, in a final irony, admits that “I never got to see or play 
the Jetman game, as my old Sirius computer wasn’t up to it.” [58]
 
3. Genre and socio-political connotations 
 
In the generic categories suggested by both Steven Poole, Jetpac is a shoot-em-
up, based on dodging the enemy and destroying them with your own firepower 
[59]. J.C. Herz locates the “shooter” in the wider category of “action”, alongside 
“scrolling platform games” like Mario and Sonic [60]. In computer game parlance, 
this wider group would be called the “arcade game”. 
 
Although one of the main elements of Jetpac is the battle against aliens, it is, as I 
have suggested, not the primary aim. The player progresses by constructing and 
fuelling a spaceship from parts that fall onto floating platforms. This feature 
clearly gives Jetpac more strategic complexity than Space Invaders, where the 
sole purpose is alien destruction. As such, it could be considered as a hybrid – the 
dodge-and-fire objective of the shoot-em-up combined with the collect and climb 
manoeuvres of the platform game. 
 
On an entirely different level, Jetpac falls within the genre of science fiction. 
Science fiction and videogames have gone hand in hand from the MIT mainframe 
experiment Spacewar (1962) to the Play Station 2 spectacular  Star Wars: 
Starfighter (2001). The Spectrum, originally taking a lead from the arcades with 
its homegrown conversions like Space Raiders, Meteor Storm (Asteroids) and 
Rommel’s Revenge (Battlezone), played host to Timegate, Arcadia, Firebirds, Ad 
Astra, Lightforce, Shadowfire, Zynaps, Uridium, Exolon and countless other 
examples of this convergence between genre and form. 
 
Spacewar, writes Poole, was named for “the geopolitical tensions of the time”. 
[61] Herz’s interview with one of the creators, Steve Russell, attributes the name 
and theme to similar cultural sources: 
 

Space was very hot at the time – it was just when satellites were 
getting up and we were talking about putting a man on the moon. So 
we said gee, space is fun, and most people don’t appreciate how to 
maneuver things in space…[62]
 

The first science fiction arcade game, then, was created by engineers at a 
technology institution with a combined project of “fun” and scientific education: 
the background stars, were lifted from a worthy programming experiment called 
Expensive Planetarium. [63]  We can identify a shared pioneering impulse 
between explorations to outer space and experiments in computers’ inner space; 
Herz suggests that “exploring other galaxies” was a collective cultural dream until 
the 1986 Challenger disaster, after which point “no one wanted to be an 
astronaut anymore. We just went back into the arcades and shot space all to hell. 
No one was going to Mars, but there was a whole constellation of videogames to 
conquer.” [64]
 
Herz therefore links the popularity of videogames – space shoot-em-ups in 
particular – to their cultural context, suggesting that while the first science fiction 
shooter was born from an enthusiasm for galactic exploration as a genuine 
possibility, the post-86 arcade kids were playing space games as a virtual 
substitute, disillusioned with the Shuttle program and turning their backs on 
space travel as anything but fantasy. 
 



Such direct links between computer game genres and the broader cultural 
attitude towards space exploration may seem tenuous. Space shoot-em-ups 
were, after all, equally nihilistic and destructive during the period which Herz 
identifies as more optimistic towards real space travel, and as she states herself, 
it was the beat-em-up rather than the science fiction shooter that dominated the 
arcades from 1990 onwards. 
 
However, we should not rule out connections between videogames and their 
cultural context. It is significant to note that Jetpac, released three years before 
the Challenger tragedy, features a space shuttle on its fifth level, as the first “new 
ship” to assemble. While Spectrum games of the time were not above making 
satirical jokes about contemporary technology – Monty on the Run (1985) pokes 
fun at the Spectrum inventor’s doomed electric tricycle with its screen “Drive Sir 
Clive’s C5” – the appearance of the shuttle in Jetpac functions as a reward, a 
visual treat for the player and if anything offers a positive comment on the “real 
life” space program. Had the game appeared in 1986 or 1987, this feature might 
well have been read as a tasteless joke and would surely have had different 
connotations. 
 
The popularity of science fiction videogames during the 1970s and 1980s could 
also be examined in relation to the wave of science fiction cinema during the 
same period – the Star Wars films (1977, 1980, 1983), all of which were adapted 
to arcade and computer, but also 2001, The Black Hole, Battle Beyond the Stars, 
Star Trek: The Movie and The Wrath of Khan, and Tron, which was based around 
arcade games and, fittingly, became one itself. With reference to the specifically 
British culture of the Spectrum games industry, we should also bear in mind the 
importance of science fiction to British comics. While the American monthlies 
focused almost exclusively on superheroes, the equivalent British tradition draws 
fairly equally on science fiction and humour, which were combined in both Eagle – 
in the form of Dan Dare and Harris Tweed respectively – and 2000AD, with its 
mordant jokes and future cops. 
 
Around the time of Jetpac’s release, the relaunched Eagle was running a new 
version of Dan Dare drawn by Crash’s resident artist Oliver Frey. Dan Dare and 
2000AD characters Strontium Dog, Rogue Trooper and Judge Dredd were all 
converted to Spectrum games; in 1987 Crash ran a special feature on comic book 
crossovers, with a pull-out Judge Death strip and a story about the adaptation of 
2000AD’s sf heroine Halo Jones. [65] While Jetman appeared in his regular comic 
strip, Oliver Frey was drawing a more serious science fiction comic for Crash 
called The Terminal Man. The cultures of comics and computer games – both 
primarily targeted at teenage boys and young men – were very closely related in 
Britain during the 1980s, and the genre of science fiction had an important role in 
both. It would be worth considering whether the concomitant trend for role-
playing games – Dungeons and Dragons, Runequest, Warhammer and so on – 
had a similar relationship to the fantasy adventure or arcade-adventure games on 
home computer. 
 
There could be a valid argument made of the fact that both science fiction and 
fantasy videogames – like comics and role-playing games – provide a form of 
escape into another, very different world, where the player can take on a new 
and usually dynamic persona in an “unrealistic” but generically familiar 
environment. As John Fiske suggests in an early and valuable piece on the arcade 
“machinist”, these fantasies may have a specific appeal to young men who are 
otherwise socially powerless. 
 

What the playing subject is doing, in grasping the controls, is gaining 
the power to control not just the machine, but his own meanings, and 



these meanings are intimately connected with masculinity and its 
relationships to power/subordination. [66]
 

Although Fiske’s argument applies to the symbolic “mastery” offered by any 
arcade game, the appeal may be even more potent when combined with the 
escapist genres of science fiction and fantasy. 
 
Would it be possible to attempt a socio-political interpretation of Jetpac, as we 
might for the film Star Wars or the comic Judge Dredd? [67] We could draw 
attention to the fact that Jetman is not Jetwoman, a point that is not always 
taken for granted in videogames – in terms of Spectrum science fiction alone, 
Snowball and Shadowfire have strong female characters. We could identify a 
colonialist project in his diachronic storyline, which as noted above involves 
travelling from planet to planet stealing the natural bounties and destroying the 
inhabitants. We could, I think, link the character of Jetman as established by the 
Ultimate inlay with a specifically British cultural type that would have been very 
familiar to both the Stampers and their audience in 1983 – he is a cosmic Arthur 
Daley from the TV show Minder or Del-boy Trotter from the sit-com Only Fools 
and Horses, a loveable con-man who attempts to make a million by skiving off his 
paid job and relieving other people of their valuables. 
 
On the whole, though, there is not enough meat to Jetman’s character and 
narrative to make a more thorough analysis particularly useful. The comic strip 
aside, Jetman is what he does: collects, builds and shoots, and there are limits to 
what we can say about his cultural meaning. Similarly, Poole’s analysis of Pac-
Man as a satire on late twentieth-century capitalism [68] and Herz’s reading of 
Ms Pac-Man as a feminist enactment of the female experience [69] are valid and 
interesting interpretations but cannot be taken much further. This does not mean 
that we should consider all videogames beneath such an approach. A number of 
games for the Spectrum had explicitly political connotations – most obviously 
satires like Denis [Thatcher] Through The Drinking Glass or political vehicles like 
Base Invaders, where the player took the part of a female Greenham Common 
protester – while a number, like Raid Over Moscow, made obvious reference to 
relations between the two superpowers. Manic Miner appeared on the British 
television news because its final screen featured a caricature of NUM leader 
Arthur Scargill, while Daley Thompson’s Decathlon raised controversy in review 
magazines because its main character, unlike sportsman Daley Thompson, was 
white. Even an Ultimate game like Sabre Wulf could be studied for its Orientalist 
depiction of the dangerous African jungle, a white, pith-hatted explorer and 
dancing “natives” with bones through their noses, while a complex arcade-
adventure like Shadowfire, which features a mixed-race team on a mission to 
destroy a spacecraft, could readily be subjected to the same critical treatment 
which, for instance, John Fiske applies to 1980s television like Hart to Hart, Miami 
Vice and The A-Team. 
 
4. Gameplay 
 
Jetpac is an appealing game partly because it is accessible. There are only a 
handful of elements and a few simple controls – platforms, a rocket, aliens, fuel, 
gems and a jetman; move left, right, hover and fire. Items are picked up 
automatically and dropped when Jetman is positioned above the rocket. Enemies 
can be destroyed with the laser, while useful items are undamaged. The tanked-
up ship lifts off as soon as you step inside it. The game operates according to a 
set of physical rules and parameters – the layout of the platforms, the size and 
colour of the ship and main character, the speed of travel, the interaction 
between character and objects. Although these go unnoticed in the process of 
playing the game, each has been very carefully weighted and set at a specific 



level. As Herz points out, crews of testers spend weeks playing Nintendo 
cartridges before they can be released, in a “subtle process known as ‘balancing 
the game’.” 
 

Balancing is the videogame equivalent of all the fine-tuning that 
boutique beer brewers talk about in radio commercials – the ratio of 
malt to hops, artisanal decisions about the bottling process, etc. In the 
videogame test process, this means increasing or decreasing the 
number of enemies, the amount of ammunition, and other factors that 
determine the pace and difficulty of a given game. [70]
 

We can assess the importance of Jetpac’s built-in physics by imagining how the 
game would be altered, and arguably made far less enjoyable, with just a few 
minor tweaks. 
 

 Jetman’s laser can destroy fuel as well as aliens – leading to a longer 
fuelling-up time and slower progression through the levels, as the laser is 
wrap-around and imprecise, and the shooting technique tends towards 
strafing the entire playing area. 

 
 The rocket needs ten fuel cases before it can travel – meaning a longer 

time on each planet, hence less reward for the player and less incentive to 
keep struggling against the same aliens on the same screen. 

 
 The aliens are all of an identical design on each planet – resulting in 

less reward and no incentive to keep playing apart from the building of a 
high score and the sight of a new ship on the fourth level. 

 
 No space shuttle replaces the rocket on screen four: again, less 

incentive. The shuttle provides variation at a key point, just when the 
player is expecting similarity. 

 
 The aliens follow an identical attack pattern, despite superficial 

differences in appearance: the game therefore becomes easier as their 
movement is predictable and the same method can be followed on each 
planet. 

 
 The player needs to specifically select “pick up object” by pressing a 

key, rather than simply flying over an object, and choose “drop object” 
with another key, rather than it being automatically released when he or 
she flies over the ship – this increased complexity of controls would make 
Jetpac less accessible when first playing the game, and potentially more 
frustrating [71]. 

 
 The speed of falling objects (“gravity”) is increased – rather than 

drifting at a leisurely pace, they drop like a stone – so that fuel and gems 
are likely to reach the platforms or planet surface before the player can 
pick them up, rather than it being possible to swoop down and grab them 
in mid-air. Again, the adjustment leads to a less varied, more limited 
game. 

 
 Jetman’s speed is increased – the player is far more likely to 

accidentally collide with aliens, and in general has less control over the 
central character. 

 
 The sound effect for “pick up” is omitted – the player is unable to tell if 

fuel has been successfully collected until he or she attempts to fly with it. 



 
 There are no platforms – fuel and gems will always fall directly to the 

planet floor, with the player unable to find a strategic position from which 
to collect items, such as a platform out of the aliens’ direct attack pattern, 
or a position easily defended. 

 
 Jetman is a different colour, such as cyan, magenta or red – it 

becomes far more difficult to distinguish the player from the aliens, fuel 
and gems, and there is no thematic coding or consistency between Jetman 
and his ship, thus no distinction between “self” (Jetman/rocket) and 
“other” (aliens, objects)  

 
Although these may seem obvious points, a number of them have been 
overlooked in the PC recodings of Jetpac, and their omission or alteration makes 
a crucial difference to the experience of playing the game. 
 
 
5. Remakes  
 
With the above framework in mind, we can set about considering three revamped 
PC versions of Jetpac that were developed and posted to the web as shareware 
during the late 1990s or early 2000. These new versions are as follows: Jetpac PC 
[72], Jetman [73] and Jetpac 256 [74]. All three update the graphics significantly 
and, in the first two cases at least, have recoded the game from the ground 
upwards, rather than simply changed the visual design. The third appears to have 
been cosmetically improved rather than rewritten from scratch, and is arguably 
superior for it. 
 
Jetpac is far from being the only Spectrum game that has earned a remake. 
Although these games are developed by individual programmers as a hobby 
rather than a paid job, and are therefore artisanal labours of love which take 
months to produce, there are networks of sites like Spectrum Magic: Retro [75] 
which collect together all the multiple reworkings of games from Chuckie Egg to 
graphic adventures like Doomdark’s Revenge. However, only time-honoured 
favourites are likely to be given such attention, so the list of PC remakes is small 
compared to the original range of Spectrum software, and in some cases includes 
several versions of the same game. 
 
The new versions of Jetpac were, of course, produced and released in a 
completely different context to the Ultimate game. An entirely different sense of 
authorship circulates around them; these are individual programmers posting up 
their mistakes and experiments during the coding, rather than a faceless brand 
name and a company that refuses access even to the leading software 
magazines. These Jetpacs are semi-legal, hovering in an ambiguous relationship 
with the original producers; while many Spectrum software manufacturers have 
publicly given permission for their games to be shared online, Ultimate/Rare have 
expressed their disapproval of the practice. 
 

While researching this website I was told that Ultimate/Rare do not 
condone the distribution of their classic titles on the internet, which is 
a shame. Some of their contemporaries have declared their Spectrum 
work to be ‘public domain’ within normal constraints, and Amstrad 
themselves have declared the Spectrum roms to be public domain. So 
it’s a bit of a shame that Ultimate/Rare themselves haven’t quite 
entered into the spirit of the thing. [76]
 



However, whether the remakes infringe copyright or not depends on questions of 
definition; if the game is rewritten from the ground up, rather than simply 
converted for an emulator, is it still the same game and therefore the property of 
Rare? If the graphics are altered but the basic code is retained, does this have 
different implications for ownership? In some cases, only the gameplay and a 
similar visual design to Jetpac remain; is this, then, still “Jetpac”? 
 
Legally, surely not: if the distinctive appearance and concept of specific 
videogames were under copyright, Space Raiders and Space Intruders would 
surely have been subject to lawsuits. In terms of the actual experience of playing, 
however, Space Raiders “is” effectively Space Invaders, and Jetpac 256 is, to all 
intents and purposes, Jetpac; although, as I shall discuss below, there are subtle 
differences between the two that go beyond superficial changes to colour and 
sprites. 
 
In “improving” the game, these programmers break Jetpac’s continuity with the 
Ultimate house style, and reposition it as a one-off experiment rather than as the 
first game in a series linked by character, visual design and narrative. The 
original Jetpac had, as discussed above, obvious connections with Lunar Jetman 
and Cyberrun, but it also shared its “look” – cartoony monsters, detailed 
backgrounds, plain white characters and hardware – with Cookie, Pssst! and 
Sabre Wulf. Even Knight Lore, with its 3D Filmation effect, had the same style of 
menu screen, options and idiosyncratic cassette inlay text as Jetpac. Even if the 
entire Ultimate range were to be converted to PC, with the same visual design 
running through each of the remakes – and this is unlikely, unless each game 
was the work of a single programmer – the sense of continuity derived from 
advertisements, packaging and a contemporary magazine discourse around the 
games would be lacking. There is no culture of playing tips, no monthly cartoon 
[77], no letters claiming a highest-ever score and no reviews surrounding these 
individual remakes. [78] 
 
However, there is a thriving online culture devoted to Spectrum software, based 
around emulation programs that run the original games as snapshot or tape files 
[79], and the home-grown remake industry has a place within this community. 
These sites demonstrate the importance of computer games to male socialisation 
in particular – here are networks of men, primarily in their late 20s or early 30s, 
sharing stories about the role Spectrum games played in their friendships – and 
to the formative memories of a specific generation, in Britain at least. [80] One in 
particular is worth quoting at length for its detailed and vivid personal account of 
1980s Spectrum culture: 
 

It was 1984 and new games, some great, most dreadful, were 
everywhere. Kids were taping games of each other willy-nilly and to 
hell with the piracy laws. The tape-to-tape facility on my stereo was as 
important to me as the TV. One friend even reproduced the colour 
coded security chart in the Jet Set Willy inlay using coloured pencils 
for me. Now that’s a friend! This was the game too that was treated 
with the most reverence at school. Pokes – mostly just made up I’m 
sure – were whispered back and forth like national secrets. I 
remember scribbling down a JSW infinite lives Poke on about five 
different pieces of paper and stuffing them in various pockets and 
socks just to ensure that this piece of gold dust was not lost…            
 
A year later, my Spectrum gave up the ghost. After months of keeping 
the computer working using folded up pieces of paper wedged under 
the power socket and nursing a keyboard suffering from post-Daley 
Thompson’s Decathlon trauma, I conceded defeat and asked for a 



Spectrum+ for my birthday. Friends ridiculed its crap keyboard and I 
mocked their rubber abominations. By now the pattern of my games 
playing life was taking shape. Most Saturdays I would visit the house 
of my best friend, Robert, and we would spend hours battling each 
other at 
 
every game imaginable...[81]
 

These Spectrum webrings are, as noted above, steeped in nostalgia, and based 
around a fond respect for the Spectrum as a machine that, despite its technical 
limitations, produced games that can still be played some fifteen years later. The 
simple graphics, 16k memory and one-channel sound of the early Spectrum 
games are contrasted favourably with the whistles and bells of more recent 
machines, which are thought to disguise a lack of imagination and design. The 
stress here is often on “playability” as a basic quality that shines through, or fails 
to hook the user, whatever the capabilities of the hardware. “The Speccy did have 
crap graphics. It had 8 colours, but you could only have two of them in any 8x8 
pixel block. What it lacked in graphics, it certainly made up in gameplay though. 
Despite the power of today’s computers, many of us still want to reminisce about 
the good old days.” [82]
 
How should we regard the new versions of Jetpac in relation to the original, and 
to this nostalgic discourse around “playability” over cosmetic decoration? Unlike a 
cover version of a classic song, which is often used as the platform to do 
something different and individual with the existing framework, and is liable to be 
considered bland and pointless if it simply reproduces the original [83], these 
games are intended to demonstrate the programmer’s basic competence, rather 
his virtuosity or creativity. Indeed, they are offered up with apologetic project 
diaries listing the bugs and mistakes along the way [84], and commonly 
presented as exercises in programming – “well, at least I learned a lot about 
coding on this project.” Unlike remakes of classic films, which usually make 
significant changes not just to cast but to shots, music, even narrative and 
character  – an extreme example would be City of Angels (1998) as an Hollywood 
version of Wim Wenders’ Wings of Desire (1987) – these games stay very much 
within the bounds of the original, and seem informed by a sense of respectful 
tribute. 
 
Perhaps the closest parallel in another medium would be Gus Van Sant’s 1998 
remake of Hitchcock’s Psycho (1960), which followed the original virtually shot for 
shot, yet recast and used colour stock; while faithfully reproducing almost every 
camera movement from Hitchcock’s film, Van Sant’s decision to remake it in 
colour for the late 1990s implies that something was lacking from the original, 
that it needed updating. 
 
The process of updating is, then, an act of affectionate tribute to an important 
historical artefact, as well as a programming challenge; and yet it does also 
attempt to bring the original “up to date”; getting rid of that blank background, 
adding snazzy colours to Jetman’s suit, making the alien movement a little 
smoother. The project is founded on curiously contradictory impulses; Jetpac is 
great, but not great enough. Respect for the original is tinged with hubris; again, 
it is not so far from suggesting that Psycho is a classic movie limited only by its 
black and white stock and its mannered 1960s performances. As with colorising 
an old film, or retouching a faded painting, there is a danger that the 
improvement may, arguably, destroy not just the quaint charm but the 
fundamental sense and qualities of the original. 
 



 
 
Illustration: Jetman, Stuart Collier 
 
Collier’s Jetman is completely rewritten rather than superficially reworked, 
although the game elements are all very closely based on Ultimate’s Jetpac. It is 
interesting to note that the font used for the score line has been designed to look 
like the original blocky Spectrum text, suggesting the importance of nostalgia 
even to this updated version. Otherwise, the graphics retain the same basic 
design as Jetpac but with an altered colour scheme; Jetman, the rocket, the 
platforms and the fuel are now predominantly grey. This links them thematically, 
distinguishing the “friendly” objects from the aliens, but they are correspondingly 
difficult to pick out from the background, which is now a photorealistic image of 
Earth. 
 
The added “realism” of Jetman and his environment gives the game a slightly 
different tone to the original. Borrowing Steven Poole’s use of C.S. Peirce, the 
original Jetman is more a symbol – that white cypher doesn’t really look much a 
spaceman, but we know that he stands for one in the game – than an icon. [85] 
Stuart Collier’s Jetman looks far more like a real man jetting across a real 
planetscape, and is therefore more iconic than symbolic. With this shift towards 
realism comes another change in our perception of the character. This time we 
can draw on J.C. Herz’s canny reading of comic theorist Scott McCloud: 
 

The reason cuteness works…is that abstraction fosters identification. It 
is only because an animated character is abstract and cartoony that 
we can project our own expressions onto him. We can’t really map 
ourselves onto truly realistic characters – we see them as objects, 
separated from us by their details. To use an annoying but useful 
postmodern term, they read as the Other. […] The more photorealistic 
characters become, the less we relate to them. [86]
 

The difference seems subtle – a little more detail in the design, added colour – 
but it has a significant effect on the way we see Jetman when playing the game. 
Put very simply, rather than becoming Jetman, we watch Jetman. Rather than 
subject – “me” – Jetman serves as object – “him”. There is more a sense of 
distance, less a sense of immersion. 
 
This difference is compounded by the background image; just as Jetman was 
originally a cypher and now looks like a real pilot, so the original black backdrop 
was a generic code for “space”, and now the game is explicitly set on the surface 
of the moon. This geographical specificity would have repercussions for a PC 
version of the sequel – if this Jetpac is set on the moon, why is the follow-up 
called Lunar Jetman? – and has further consquences in terms of the sense of 
progression through the levels. In the original, the planets were identical but 
distinguished by their different breeds of alien – the backdrop was shorthand for 



“anywhere”. When every new planet shares the same view of Earth, the illusion 
of travel from one location to another is destroyed. 
 

 
 
Illustration: Jetpac PC 
 
Jetpac PC, like Jetman, takes the trouble to design an authentic Spectrum font, 
once again stressing the importance of having some link to the original hardware 
and consolidating the sense of affectionate tribute to the early technology, with 
all its limitations. The background is clear black space and the graphics, while 
more sophisticated than Ultimate’s version would allow, are relatively simple. 
 
Jetman, as in Collier’s remake, has been transformed into a detailed miniature 
spaceman, with similar consequences to those discussed above; in this redesign, 
though, he sports a bright orange outfit reminiscent of Luke Skywalker’s X-Wing 
flight suit in the Star Wars films or, perhaps unintentionally, of a Soviet 
cosmonaut. This version is not yet finished, and its flaws demonstrate the 
importance of seemingly minor elements to Jetpac’s gameplay. With no sound, 
the player has to watch the fuel hit the rocketship and appear in its tank, rather 
than being able to rely on audio cues while carrying out other onscreen business; 
and with no variation in aliens on the successive levels, there is very little 
incentive to continue apart from the sight, every eight screens, of a new rocket 
design. 
 
Although the game’s increased speed is technically an improvement over the 
original, it means that the player – certainly one accustomed to the controls and 
handling of the Ultimate game – finds Jetman moving far more rapidly than 
expected and often flying directly into the path of aliens. 
 

 
 
Illustration: Jetpac 256 
 



The third reworking is available with downloads of the Spec256 emulator, along 
with similar versions of Sabre Wulf and Knight Lore. Unlike the first two 
examples, this Jetpac is only a cosmetic update; it alters the graphics to take 
advantage of the PC’s capabilities, but effectively adds them onto the existing 
game code. As such, it presents the most satisfying experience for a fan of the 
original – the sound cues, speed, layout and character size are exactly as they 
were, with the bonus of more “realistic” graphics. 
 
The consequences of this visual update are similar to those discussed above – 
again, Jetman has an orange flight suit, suggesting the possibility of an agreed 
convention between the game designers. The background, as with Collier’s 
version, is a photorealistic view from space. The choice of a supernova as 
backdrop reduces the problem identified above: a phenomenon of that scale, at 
that distance, would of course look virtually identical from any number of 
different planets. However, this dressing-up with added extras raises expectations 
in the player – with a spectacular image on level 1, we expect something different 
on level 2 – that are then dashed when the supernova reappears on every screen. 
 
As with Jetpac PC, a minor bug has negative consequences for gameplay. In the 
original Jetpac, the rocket turns gradually magenta as it fills up with fuel, and the 
player can see at a glance how many tanks are needed to complete the process. 
Here, the rocket stays resolutely turquoise and the only way of discovering 
whether the rocket is ready to go is by walking into it. This omission has 
fundamental effects on game strategy – by bringing in an element of guesswork, 
or the necessity to count the tanks as they drop, it reduces the player’s ability to 
make decisions such as stay and shoot/collect, or take off now. Once more, by 
experiencing versions of Jetpac with apparently minor tweaks, we can appreciate 
the amount of “balancing” that went into the original. 
 
Finally, through an examination of these games that look – for the most part – 
like Jetpac, but “feel” noticeably different, we can begin to ask what constitutes a 
game’s basic identity. 
 
Clearly, intertextual elements do contribute to how a game is perceived. Solar 
Jetman, through the discourse inspired by the comic strip, was reviewed as a 
humorous misadventure. The appearance of the Space Shuttle in Jetpac might 
have been regarded as a sick joke had the game been published in 1986. Lunar 
Jetman, because of its position in the institutional history of Ultimate/Rare as the 
first 48k release, is regarded nostalgically as a classic; if it were released now, 
even in an updated PC form, it would surely be seen as a basic two-dimensional 
scroller with very little variation and a frustrating lack of scope. 
 
Graphics and use of colour, as we have seen, do have a role to play in creating a 
thematic shorthand which contrasts objects relating to the “self” with those that 
are “other”; the PC remakes suggest that simpler, more “symbolic” graphics have 
different connotations to more “realistic” ones, particularly in terms of 
identification. Sound cues, as noted, can make a fundamental difference to the 
player’s game strategy. More broadly, a consistent graphic and sound design 
helps to establish a “house style” around the authors or the software company, 
building a sense of continuity and, in the case of Ultimate, a context of reliable 
quality. 
 
These elements are only important, however, if they infringe upon that elusive 
quality of “gameplay” – the experience of actually playing the game, based on 
visual and audio codes, speed, screen layout, rules of “physics” and all the other 
parameters that need to be balanced and tweaked before the game is released. 
The rocket ship could be an entirely different shape, as long as takes up the same 



approximate amount of screen space, is recognisably a ship, and is preferably the 
same colour as Jetman. The sound of the fuel being picked up could be a beep, a 
click or a voice announcing “got it”, as long as there is some kind of 
acknowledgement of the action. The graphic of Jetman could be replaced by the 
Chef from Cookie, and the experience of Jetpac would be virtually identical; 
whereas Lunar Jetman, despite its similarities of title, setting and character, is a 
very different game. 
 
The importance of a basic structure and set of codes to a game’s core identity, 
and the distinction between essential and non-essential game elements, is made 
more clear if we consider adaptations from arcade to computer. Meteor  Storm, 
for the Spectrum, “is” to all intents and purposes the arcade game Asteroids; it 
features a rotating ship that can thrust, hyperspace and shoot to defend itself 
from a field of space rubble that splits on contact with the player’s bullets. If the 
ship could only move left to right, the game would not be an adaptation of 
Asteroids whatever its visual similarities. Hungry Horace on the Spectrum is a 
version of Pac-Man. The fact that Horace’s enemies are park keepers, not ghosts, 
and that Horace is blue, not yellow, is far less important than the fact that the 
game features an equivalent to the “power pill” that enables the main character 
to temporarily chase his enemies. In terms of strategy, rules and key elements 
Hungry Horace “is” Pac-Man, just as the sequel Horace Goes Skiing, despite its 
visual similarities to the first game, “is” Frogger [87]. 
 
While the meanings of a game do depend to some extent on its cultural context, 
then, the experience of playing it, and by extension its core identity, comes down 
to a set of rules and characteristics. Six fuel cannisters per ship. Different aliens 
on each planet. Lasers leave gems untouched. Collect, build and shoot. Just as 
Chess can be enjoyed with coins and paperclips on a chalked-up paving slab or 
with a luxury pewter set of knights, kings and castles set out on a checkered 
landscape, and remain Chess, so the appearance and add-ons of the Jetpac PC 
versions are of secondary importance – minor improvements or distractions 
depending on taste – unless they actively interfere with how you play the game. 
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